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Frequent Pattern Mining in Multiple Trajectories
of Football Players
Yuto Suzuki and Tomonobu Ozaki

Abstract—Recently, it has been regarded as important in
many sports fields to evaluate the tactics and athletes using
actual play records. In this paper, as a first step towards
a quantitative evaluation of the strategies in football games,
we propose an algorithm for discovering frequent patterns on
simultaneous trajectories of multiple football players. In the
algorithm, given trajectories are firstly converted into a set
of labeled sub-trajectories corresponding to the interval-based
events. A pattern enumeration algorithm is then applied to the
obtained interval-based events with a consideration of the order
of events, the time difference and the spatial spread of subtrajectories. We introduce variables for subjects of events (subtrajectories) in the pattern. By using variables, we can recognize
which events were played by the same player and which events
were played differently. In addition, it is possible to extract
a pattern which absorb the difference of concrete players.
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we conduct experiments
using real trajectory datasets on nine matches in Japanese
professional football league. The results on the computation
time and the number of extracted patterns show the feasibility
and effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition, we succeeded
in extracting meaningful patterns representing certain offensive
and defensive strategies formed by multiple football players.
Index Terms—trajectory mining, frequent patterns, sequential patterns, football

introduction makes the miner possible to extract patterns
by absorbing the difference of concrete player sets. The
proposed enumeration algorithm can extract frequent patterns
without duplication by employing a frequency count of a
pattern in a long sequence as well as a representation of
temporal relationship among interval-based events.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated quantitatively and
qualitatively by using real trajectory datasets on nine matches
in Japanese professional football league. Through the experiments, we confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm from the aspects of the computation time and
the number of extracted patterns. In addition, patterns for
representing offensive and defensive tactical movements can
be successfully extracted.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: As preliminary, we give notation and definitions on trajectories and
their derived events in section II. In section III, we define a
frequent pattern to capture meaningful combinations of subtrajectories by multiple subjects. An enumeration algorithm
for the pattern is also proposed in this section. Experimental
results using datasets on nine matches in Japanese professional football league are reported in section IV. Finally, in
section V, we summarize the paper and describe future work.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, in various sports fields typified by volleyball, basketball and football, it is widely recognized
as important to analyze the ability of the players and the
team tactics based on not experience or intuition, but on
the actually recorded play data. To evaluate the abilities
quantitatively, various studies have been conducted. In the
field of football for example, Kang[1] reports a quantitative
evaluation of athletes’ performance and Lucey[2] analyses
the difference in tactics between home matches and away
matches. In addition, Bialkowski[3] proposes an unsupervised method to learn a formation template.
In this paper, as a first step towards a quantitative evaluation of the tactical movements among multiple players simultaneously, we propose a framework for extracting frequent
patterns in multiple trajectories in football matches. As will
be described in detail later, in the framework, we first convert
a set of trajectories into a set of labeled sub-trajectories,
or interval-based events. We then apply an extended version of frequent sequential pattern miner to the obtained
events for extracting frequent combinations of interval-based
events satisfying time and spatial constraints among the subtrajectories. We introduce variables for subjects of each event
into the pattern to distinguish the events played by the same
player from those by difference ones. In addition, the variable
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II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we give notation and definitions on a
trajectory, which is the input of our pattern enumeration
problem in this paper.
A. Trajectory database
A trajectory of length T by a subject o, represented as
tro = (o, ⟨(xo1 , y1o , ao1 ), · · · , (xot , yto , aot ), · · · , (xoT , yTo , aoT )⟩ ) ,
is a pair of o and a sequence of (xot , yto , aot )s where (xot , yto )
is the o’s position in the 2-D space and aot is a set of attributes
of o at time t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ), respectively. In this paper, we
assume that the positions and attributes can be obtained in
constant time interval.
A sub-trajectory of tro from starting time e+ to ending
time e− (1 ≤ e+ ≤ e− ≤ T ) is a pair of the subject o and
a part of o’s trajectory from e+ to e− . It is defined formally
as follows:
tro [e+ : e− ] = (o, ⟨(xoe+ , yeo+ , aoe+ ), · · · , (xoe− , yeo− , aoe− )⟩ ) .
A labeled sub-trajectory ltro [e+ : e− ] of a sub-trajectory
tr [e+ : e− ] is defined as a five-tuple
o

ltr(o [e+ : e− ] =
)
o, l, e+ , e− , ⟨(xoe+ , yeo+ , aoe+ ), · · · , (xoe− , yeo− , aoe− )⟩
of subject o, label l, starting time e+ , ending time e− and a
part of trajectory from e+ to e− . In this paper, we assume
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a labeling function or a model M which gives a label l
for tro [e+ : e− ] based on a certain information on o and
(xot , yto , aot )s. Motif discovery algorithms[4], [5], [6], [7] and
sub-trajectory clustering algorithms[8], [9], [10] are typical
examples of such model. From technical reasons, a special
label nil is introduced to show that the labeling model M
determines that the given sub-trajectory tro [e+ : e− ] has no
special information.
A set T R = {tro1 , · · · , troN } of N trajectories is called
a trajectory database. By using a labeling function M, a
trajectory database T R can be converted into a set of labeled
sub-trajectories. The obtained set is formally defined as
follows:


o ∈ {o1 , · · · , oN } 

M(T R) = ltro [e+ : e− ] l ̸= nil
.


1 ≤ e+ ≤ e− ≤ T
We perform frequent pattern discovery on M(T R). The
details will be described later in section III.
B. Constraints for a set of sub-trajectories
In this subsection, we introduce constraints on spatial spread and time difference for a set of labeled subtrajectories. These constraints are utlized to define the support count of a pattern.
For a labeled sub-trajectory ltro [e+ : e− ], its center of
gravity is defined as


e−
e−
∑
∑
( o
)
1
1
xe+ :e− , yeo+ :e− = 
xot ,
yto 
L
L
+
+
t=e

−

t=e

where L = e − e + 1. As similar, the center of gravity
−
on +
−
of a set lT r = {ltro1 [e+
1 : e1 ], · · · , ltr [en : en ]} of n
labeled sub-trajectroies is defined as
)
( n
n
(
)
1 ∑ oi
1 ∑ oi
XlT r , YlT r =
x + −,
y+ − .
n i=1 ei :ei n i=1 ei :ei
+

By using the above definitions, the degree d1 of spatial
spread of lT r is defined as a maximal distance between the
center of gravity of each labeled sub-trajectory and that of
lT r.
d1 (lT r) =
max

√(

ltr o [e+ :e− ]∈lT r

XlT r − xoe+ :e−

)2

(

+ YlT r − yeo+ :e−

)2

In addition, we consider another measure for the spatial
spread without the center of gravities. Given two labeled
−
oj + −
sub-trajectories ltroi [e+
i : ei ] and ltr [ej , ej ] in lT r, the
distance between the two is defined as the shortest distance
−
oj + −
between positions in ltroi [e+
i : ei ] and ltr [ej , ej ]:
(
)
−
−
mdist ltroi [e+
], ltroj [e+
i : ei√
j , ej ] =
o
o
(xotii − xtjj )2 + (ytoii − ytjj )2 .
min
− +
−
e+
i ≤ti ≤ei ,ej ≤tj ≤ej

The maximum value of the shortest distances between any
two labeled sub-trajectories in lT r is employed as a degree
d2 of spatial spread of lT r. It is formally defined as:
d2 (lT r) = max mdist(x, y).
x,y∈lT r
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Given a maximum threshold ρ, a degree di (i ∈ {1, 2})
of spatial spread, and a set of labeled sub-trajectories lT r,
if the condition di (lT r) ≤ ρ holds, then we say that lT r
satisfies the constraints on spatial spread and denote it as
s(lT r, di , ρ).
−
on +
−
Given a set lT r = {ltro1 [e+
1 : e1 ], · · · , ltr [en : en ]}
of n labeled subtrajectories, the starting and ending time of
lT r is defined as

start(lT r) = minltro [e+ :e− ]∈lT r e+
end(lT r) = maxltro [e+ :e− ]∈lT r e− ,
respectively. For a non-negative number τ and a set lT r,
if lT r satisfies the condition end(lT r) − start(lT r) ≤ τ ,
denoted as t(lT r, τ ), then lT r is said to satisfy the constraint
on time difference.
C. Temporal relationship in a set of sub-trajectories
An event having time duration such as a labeled subtrajectory is called an interval-based event in general. The
temporal relationship among a set of interval-based events
means the temporal relationship among endpoints. While
a formal definition is provided later, the endpoint is a
starting or ending point of events. In a naive way, the
temporal relationship among n interval-based events can
be represented by using 2n C2 binary relationships on the
all combination of endpoints. In contrast, Wu[11] proposes
a sequence representation for temporal relationship among
interval-based events using 2n endpoints and 2n − 1 binary
relationships only. We essentially utilize this nonambiguous
representation to introduce a temporal sequence for a set
of labeled sub-trajectories. The temporal sequence plays an
essential role in the enumeration of frequent patterns.
The starting and ending points of a labeled sub-trajectory
− +
(o, l, e+ , e− , ⟨· · · ⟩) are denoted as ⟨oi , li , e+
and
i , ei ⟩
+ − −
⟨oi , li , ei , ei ⟩ . For a set lT r of n labeled sub-trajectories
)}
{(
)
(
−
+ −
,
lT r = o1 , l1 , e+
1 , e1 , ⟨· · · ⟩ , · · · , on , ln , en , en , ⟨· · · ⟩
we introduce a set of endpoints

(
)
− +
+ −
EP (lT r) = {⟨oi , li , e+
i , ei ⟩ | (oi , li , ei , ei , ⟨· · · ⟩) ∈ lT r}
− −
+ −
∪{⟨oi , li , e+
i , ei ⟩ | oi , li , ei , ei , ⟨· · · ⟩ ∈ lT r}

and four related functions o(ep) = o, l(ep) = l, m(ep) = m,
and t(ep) = em(ep) on ep = ⟨o, l, e+ e− ⟩m ∈ EP (lT r). For
− +
example, given ep = ⟨oi , li , e+
i , ei ⟩ , m(ep) becomes +
m(ep)
and thus t(ep) becomes ei
= e+
i .
Under the above preparation, given a set lT r, a sequence
seq(lT r) = ⟨ep1 , ep2 , · · · , ep2n−1 , ep2n ⟩
satisfying the condition
{ep1 , · · · , ep2n } = EP (lT r) ∧ ∀i, j(1≤i<j≤2n) [epi ≺ epj ]
is called a temporal sequence of lT r. A binary relationship
≺ between two endpoints epi and epj becomes true if one
of the following condition holds:
1) t(epi ) < t(epj )
2) t(epi ) = t(epj ) ∧ m(epi ) = + ∧ m(epj ) = −
3) t(epi ) = t(epj ) ∧ m(epi ) = m(epj ) ∧
o(epi ) alphabetically precedes o(epj )
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(multiple) subject(s) with temporal relationship. Note that,
a combination of (abstracted) labeled sub-trajectories can be
obtained by its temporal sequence. We show an example of
pattern below. A temporal sequence
⟨
Fig. 1.

An example of sequence of labeled sub-trajectories

4) t(epi ) = t(epj ) ∧ m(epi ) = m(epj ) ∧ o(epi ) = o(epj )
l(epi ) alphabetically precedes l(epj )
This representation can be regarded as a natural extension
of that by [11] to handle the subjects of events. Therefore,
while the proof is not provided in this paper, the temporal sequence of a set of labeled sub-trajectories can be determined
uniquely. Please refer to the original paper[11] for details.
We show an example of labeled sub-trajectories and
its temporal sequence. Given a set of five labeled subtrajectories


(o2 , b, 2, 4, ⟨· · · ⟩),
 (o1 , y, 1, 5, ⟨· · · ⟩),

(o3 , r, 6, 10, ⟨· · · ⟩), (o4 , y, 10, 13, ⟨· · · ⟩),
lT r =


(o5 , b, 12, 14, ⟨· · · ⟩)
shown in Fig.1, a temporal sequence of lT r becomes

⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩+ , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩+ ,
⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩− , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩− ⟩

is a pattern which represents that: a subject Oa starts an event
r at time Ea and ends it at time Eb . At the same time Oa
finishes r, a subject Ob starts an event y and finishes it at
Ec .
We introduce a general-to-specific relationship among
patterns. Given two patterns α and β, if there exists a variable
to variable substitution θ under the object identity assumption
such that αθ ⊑ β, then we say that α is more general than
β, and denote it α ⪯ β. Conversely, β is said to be more
specific than α. The binary relationship x ⊑ y means that
all elements in x appear in y in the same order they appear
in x.
For example, a pattern
α = ⟨

⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩+ , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩+ ,
⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩− , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩− ⟩

⟨⟨o1 , y, 1, 5⟩+ , ⟨o2 , b, 2, 4⟩+ , ⟨o2 , b, 2, 4⟩− , ⟨o1 , y, 1, 5⟩− ,
⟨o3 , r, 6, 10⟩+ , ⟨o4 , y, 10, 13⟩+ , ⟨o3 , r, 6, 10⟩− ,
⟨o5 , b, 12, 14⟩+ , ⟨o4 , y, 10, 13⟩− , ⟨o5 , b, 12, 14⟩− ⟩.

is more general than a pattern

III. F REQUENT PATTERNS IN TRAJECTORY DATABASES

B. Occurrence and frequency of patterns

In this section, we give a formal definition of our patterns
and data mining problem. We also propose an enumeration
algorithm for the problem.
A. Pattern
An abstracted labeled sub-trajectory (O, l, E + , E − ) consists of a concrete label l and three variables O for subject,
E + for starting time and E − for ending time. It represents
a proposition “the label of O’s sub-trajectory from E + to
E − is l”. We use the term “abstracted” since an abstracted
labeled sub-trajectory can be obtained from a labeled subtrajectory by introducing variables and ignoring the concrete
sub-trajectory.
Given a set of n abstracted sub-trajectories alT r, its set
of all endpoints is denoted as
∪ {
}
aEP (alT r) =
⟨O, l, E + , E − ⟩+ , ⟨O, l, E + , E − ⟩− .
(O,l,E + ,E − )∈alT r

A sequence ⟨EP1 , · · · , EP2n ⟩ is called a temporal sequence
of alT r, if {EP1 , · · · , EP2n } = aEP (alT r) holds. We
interpret the condition ∀i1≤i≤2n−1 [EPi ≺ EPi+1 ] holds
in the sequence. Note that, different abstracted labeled
sub-trajectories and their endpoints use same variables in
common to represent the same subjects, starting times or
ending times. In addition, all variables are required to satisfy
the object identity assumption[12], and thus the different
variables represent different instances.
In this paper, the temporal sequence of abstracted labeled
sub-trajectories is employed as a pattern language, since
it captures a combination of labeled sub-trajectories by
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β = ⟨⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩+ , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩+ , ⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩−
⟨Oc , b, Ed , Ee ⟩+ , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩− , ⟨Oc , b, Ed , Ee ⟩− ⟩.

Given a trajectory database T R and a pattern p, a set
lT r ⊆ M(T R) of label sub-trajectories is said to be an
occurrence of p in T R, if there exists an substitution θ of
variables such that seq(lT r) = pθ.
For example, a set of two labeled sub-trajectories
occ = {(o3 , r, 6, 10, ⟨· · · ⟩), (o4 , y, 10, 13, ⟨· · · ⟩)}
is an occurrence of a pattern
p = ⟨

⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩+ , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩+ ,
⟨Oa , r, Ea , Eb ⟩− , ⟨Ob , y, Eb , Ec ⟩− ⟩

since a substitution θ = {o3 /Oa , o4 /Ob , 6/Ea , 10/Eb ,13/Ec } makes pθ be identical with
seq(occ) = ⟨ ⟨o3 , r, 6, 10⟩+ , ⟨o4 , y, 10, 13⟩+ ,
⟨o3 , r, 6, 10⟩− , ⟨o4 , y, 10, 13⟩− ⟩.
A set of all occurrences of a pattern p in T R is denoted
as
Occ(T R, p) = {lT r ⊆ M(T R) | ∃θ s.t. seq(lT r) = pθ}.
We consider the occurrences satisfying the constraints
on spatial spread and time difference. Given a maximum
threshold ρ and the degree di (i ∈ {1, 2}) of spatial spread,
a set of all occurrences satisfying the spatial constraint is
denoted as
Occρ (T R, P ) = {lT r ∈ Occ(T R, p) | s(lT r, di , ρ)}.
As similar,
Occτ (T R, P ) = {lT r ∈ Occ(T R, p) | t(lT r, τ )}
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denotes a set of all occurrences satisfying the constraint
on time difference τ . By using the two sets, a set of all
occurrences satisfying both constraints is defined as
Occρτ (T R, P ) = Occρ (T R, P ) ∩ Occτ (T R, P ).
Several frequency measures for sequential patterns in
a long single sequence of point-based events have been
proposed[13], [14], [15] in the past. Among them, we employ
the measure in [13], and apply it to define the frequency of
our patterns using a set of occurrences.
Given a pattern p and a trajectory database T R, the
unconditional head frequency of p in T R is defined as
H F req(T R, p) = | {start(lT r) | lT r ∈ Occ(T R, p)} | .
In other words, we regard the number of starting times the set
of labeled sub-trajectories begins as a frequency. As similar,
head frequency under spatial and temporal constraints can
be defined as follows:
H F req ρ (T R, p) = |{start(lT r) | lT r ∈ Occρ (T R, p)}|
H F reqτ (T R, p) = |{start(lT r) | lT r ∈ Occτ (T R, p)}|
H F reqτρ (T R, p) = |{start(lT r) | lT r ∈ Occρτ (T R, p)}|
While H F req ρ and H F reqτ are frequencies under the
spatial and temporal constraint respectively, we consider both
constraints in H F reqτρ .
The total frequency of a pattern p is defined as the
minimum value of the head frequency of arbitrary patterns
which are more general than p. We consider four total frequencies based on the combinations of spatial and temporal
constraints. They are formally defined as follows:

T F req(T R, p) = minγ⪯α ( H F req(T R, p) )



T F req ρ (T R, p) = minγ⪯α ( H F req ρ (T R, p) )
T F reqτ (T R, p) = minγ⪯α ( H F reqτ (T R, p) )



T F reqτρ (T R, p) = minγ⪯α ( H F reqτρ (T R, p) )
Since a set Occρτ (T R, P ) is a subset of Occτ (T R, P ),
H F reqτρ (T R, P ) ≤ H F reqτ (T R, P ) must hold, and it
implies the relation T F reqτρ (T R, P ) ≤ T F reqτ (T R, P ).
Note that, while the proof is not provided, the frequency
T F reqτ has the anti-monotone property on the pattern’s
generality and the following relatioship holds:
∀α, β [α ⪯ β → T F reqτ (T R, α) ≥ T F reqτ (T R, β)].
However, the frequencies T F req ρ and T F reqτρ do not
have such property unfortunately in general.
Here, we define our data mining problem in this paper.
Given a trajectory database T R, a labeling model M, a
maximum threshold ρ for the spatial spread, a maximum
threshold τ for the time difference, and a minimum threshold
σ for the frequency, our data mining problem is to enumerate
all patterns p satisfying the condition T F reqτρ (T R, p) ≥ σ.
C. Enumeration algorithm
To enumerate all frequent patterns, we employ a breadth
first search strategy since the total frequency T F reqτρ of a
pattern α requires all head frequencies T F reqτρ s of γ such
that γ ⪯ α. In addition, we utilize the idea of the reverse
search[16] to constract a tree-shaped pattern space.
The last element EPi = ⟨Oi , li , Ei+ , Ei− ⟩+ in a pattern p
such that m(EPi ) = + is denoted as last(p,+). In addition,
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TP LSTR (T R, σ, τ, ρ)
Input
T R : a trajectory database
σ : minimum support threshold
τ : maximum threshold on time difference
ρ : maximum threshold on spatial spread
Output
F : a set of frequent patterns
1 : P1 ←set of frequent events
2 : F ← P1
3 : TP LSTR (T R, σ, τ, ρ, P1 , F)
4 : return F
TP LSTR (T R, σ, τ, ρ, C, F)
1 : if C = ∅ then return
2 : C ′ ← {}
3 : for each p ∈ C
4:
for each p′ ∈ extension(p)
5:
if T F reqτ (T R, p′ ) ≥ σ
6:
then C ′ ← C ′ ∪ {p′ }
7:
if T F reqτρ (T R, p′ ) ≥ σ
8:
then F ← F ∪ {p′ }
9 : TP LSTR (T R, σ, τ, ρ, C ′ , F)
Fig. 2. The algorithm TP LSTR for the enumeration of frequent patterns

last(p,-) denotes a element ⟨Oi , li , Ei+ , Ei− ⟩− in p which is
another endpoint corresponding to last(p,+). If two patterns
β
α
⟩
⟩ and β = ⟨EP1β , · · · , EP2(n+1)
α = ⟨EP1α , · · · , EP2n
satisfy the condition α = β \ ⟨last(β, +), last(β, −)⟩ holds,
then α is called a parent of β, and β is said to be a child of
α conversely where \ denotes a subtraction of elements.
We can obtain a child of a pattern α using the parentchildren relationship inversely. A child γ of a pattern α
can be derived by inserting two endpoints of one abstracted
labeled sub-trajectory into any position after last(α,+). At
this time, we consider all combinations of variables for the
subject, starting and ending time from a set of existing
variables in α and new variables. Note that, this extension
can be regarded as an extension of the expansion strategy
in the TPrefixSpan algorithm[11] for enumerating sequential
patterns in a long single interval-based events.
The proposed algorithm named TP LSTR is shown in
Fig.2. In the algorithm, “extension” returns a set of children
of given pattern p. While the value of T F reqτ is utilized
as a pruning criterion because of its anti-monotone property,
the value of T F reqτρ is just used for determining whether
or not the pattern is frequent. The derived frequent patterns
are stored in F.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND CONSIDERATION
A. Data set
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework, we implement our algorithm TP LSTR using
Java language and conduct experiments using nine matches
in the J. League (Japanese professional football league) held
in 2015 and 2016. The original dataset is provided by Data
Stadium Inc. 1 , and we derive 207 (= (1 + 22) × 9) of
trajectories of ball and players in every 0.2 second interval.
1 https://www.datastadium.co.jp
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Fig. 3.

Area on the field
TABLE I
N UMBER OF LABELS AND LABELED SUB - TRAJECTORIES

time width
# of labeled sub-trajectories
# of labels

3
429,169
13

4
387,513
15

5
218,485
23

Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of abstracted labeled sub-trajectories in
a pattern (top: d1 , k = 10, bottom: d2 , k = 10)

In the experiments, each trajectory is divided into subtrajectories with a time width of {3, 4, 5} seconds and a slide
width of 2 seconds. After the division, the COIN clustering
approach[4] is applied to extract meaningful movements or
motifs. A labeling function M is built as a combination of
the id of motifs and that of the area in the field shown in
Fig.3 where the (sub-) trajectory is observed. We prepare
nine areas by dividing the whole football field vertically and
horizontally into three, respectively. In the vertical direction,
we prepare three labels “D” for the defensive area, “M” for
the area near from the center circle, and “O” for the attacking
area. On the other hand, in the horizontal direction, three
labels “L”, “C” and “R” represent the left, center and right
area, respectively. The combination of vertical and horizontal
labeled are used to represent the area. For example, the
leftmost and uppermost area is denoted as “DL”.
The number of obtained labels and labeled sub-trajectories
are summarized in TABLE I.

From the results, regardless of the parameter settings,
we can confirm that the proposed algorithm achieved the
pattern enumeration within a reasonable computation time.
In addition, we recognize a similar tendency between d1 and
d2 with respect to the change in the number of extracted
patterns for parameters σ and τ .
The distributions of the numbers of abstracted labeled subtrajectories in a pattern are shown in Fig.4 under the settings
of τ = 10 and σ ∈ {100, 150, 200}. As the results show,
it can be seen that many patterns having three and four
abstracted labeled sub-trajectories are obtained regardless of
the value of σ and the definition di for the spatial spread.
This result seems to represent the diversity of actions and
relationships among players in football. In addition, we
believe that many basic but important relationships such as
“third man running” are extracted.

B. Quantitative evaluation

C. Qualitative evaluation

We measure the number of obtained patterns and execution
times by using a Linux machine (CPU: Intel Xeon 3.20 GHz,
main memory: 24 GB). In the experiments, the minimum
frequency threshold σ, the maximum time difference τ , and
the maximum spatial spread ρ are set to σ ∈ {100, 150, 200},
τ ∈ {10, 15, 20} seconds and ρ ∈ {20m in d1 , 10m in d2 },
respectively. In addition, we restrict that the patterns must
have less than or equal to five abstracted labeled subtrajectories. The results are summarized in TABLE II.

Through the experiments, we successfully obtained two
patterns which capture certain defensive and offensive tactical movements. The patterns are shown below:

TABLE II
T HE NUMBER OF OBTAINED PATTERNS AND
k\σ
d1 ,
10
15
20
d2 ,
10
15
20

number of patterns
100
150
20
s = 20m
3,844
2,309
729
72,411
44,019
25,538
667,943 509,126 22,7310
s = 10m
4,571
2,951
837
76,985
56,381
31,388
724,605 591,723 282,654

EXECUTION TIME

execution time(minuts)
200
100 150
39
152
529

33
116
354

9
83
264

57
438
699

37
232
556

22
152
413
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pD = ⟨ ⟨A, 1:CD, E1 , E2 ⟩+ , ⟨B, 3:CD, E1 , E2 ⟩+ ,
⟨C, 1:LD, E4 , E5 ⟩+ , ⟨A, 1:CD, E1 , E2 ⟩− ,
⟨B, 3:CD, E1 , E2 ⟩ −, ⟨C, 1:LD, E4 , E5 ⟩−
⟩
pO = ⟨ ⟨A, 12:LM, E1 , E2 ⟩+ , ⟨B, 9:LM, E3 , E4 ⟩+ ,
⟨C, 9:LM, E5 , E6 ⟩+ , ⟨A, 12:LM, E1 , E2 ⟩− ,
⟨B, 9:LM, E3 , E4 ⟩− , ⟨C, 9:LM, E5 , E6 ⟩−
⟩
In the patterns, each label M :A represents that a movement,
or motif M , is performed in the area A.
An example of the occurrence of the pattern is shown
in Fig.5 and Fig.6, respectively. The pattern pD can be
interpreted as that three defensive players A, B and C work
together in their own team territory and move forward to raise
the defensive line. On the other hand, we can observe in pO
that a player A overlaps from own team territory (12:LM )
and other player B moves toward center (9:LM ) to open the
space for the player A.
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Fig. 5.

An occurrence of pD

Fig. 6.

An occurrence of pO

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a frequent pattern enumeration
algorithm in a trajectory database as a first step towards
the extraction of meaningful tactical movements in football
matches. The algorithm first converts the trajectory database
into a set of labeled sub-trajectories, and then performs the
enumeration based on the pattern expansion for the intervalbased events and the frequency count with the consideration
of spatial and temporal constraints. The effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm was evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively using trajectories in nine real professional football
matches.
The proposed algorithm requires the parameters on time
and spatial spread. However, the tactical behaviors in football
have various temporal and spatial scales, and it is difficult
to set the parameters appropriately in advance. Therefore, as
one of our future work, it is necessary to prepare a certain optimization algorithm for the parameter. In addition, due to the
characteristics of the frequent pattern discovery, many similar
patterns can be extracted. It is also an important research
direction to evaluate the obtained patterns quantitatively and
to perform pattern filtering by statistical significance.
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